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0. Introduction 
Let V be a symmetric monoidal closed category. The object of this paper is to 
prove that if Y is cocomplete, then the category of small V-categories is monadic 
over the category of small Y-graphs. As a consequence we show that if Y is cocom- 
plete, then so is V-cat. This makes available those set-based constructions which are 
based on colimits in cat. In particular those constructions which use the notion of a 
fategarical congruence to define a quotient category can be imitated in the Vcon- 
text by replacing congruences by a suitable coequalizer. As an example of this we 
prove that if A is a small V-category and C is any set of morphisms of the underlying 
set category ,I,, then the V-localization of A with respect o C exists, i.e. there exists 
a V-category A [Z-* ] and a V-functor Q, : A +A [Z’* 1 such that 4+) is an isomorph- 
ism for evelry s f C and every V-functor F ; A + B (B small) with fi@) an isomorph- 
ism for all s E C factors un’quely through *. 
We haue been informed that some of the results below have been independently 
proven by Benabou (unpublished). 
Thir paper is an extension of same results which were in the author’s Ph.D. thesis 
written at the University of lllino;.s under the supervision of John W. Gray. 
Throughout his paper Y = (V&3,1, r, C, a, c) is a fixed symmetric monoidal 
closed category. We assume familiarity with the notions of symmetric monoidal 
closed categories, and categories, functors, natural transformations and adjointness 
over them (see [ f 1, [2] or [J]). We will observe the following conventions: 
(I)lf bJ=Vet!r , we will write simply the word category instead of sets-category. 
(2) In any category we identify an object A with the identity morphism on A. 
Depending on the circumstance, we will write either A or 1, (or simply 1 when no 
confusion results) to indicate the identity morphism. 
(3) AU tensor products are assumed to be associated to the left unless pecifically 
indicated otherwise. So for example A @ B @ C =: (A (8 B) 8 C. 
(4) We will often drop superscripts or subscripts when no confusion results. 
(5) We wilk say that a formula A is equal to a formula B by storzdard argumtws if 
there is 3 finite sequence of formulas {AiJo<i Gn with A0 = A, d,l = B, and with 
“Ii = Ai,1 for one of the following reasons: 
li j naturahty of V-naturdity, 
[ii) functoraiity or V-functorality. 
(iii) definition of the objects involved, 
(iv) coherence or naturajity nf associativity. 
We begin with 3 discussion of the category of sm3ll V-graphs. 
Definition 2.1. A V-graph A consists of 3 class of objects, denoted by Oh(A). such 
that for every pair of objects A, R there exists an object A(A,LI) E V. 
if A and 8 are V-graphs* then 3 V-graph morphism F : A -+ B consists of 
(i) 3 function F : Oh(A) -+ Ob(Bj, and 
(ii) for each prrir A ,B of objects of A a morphism 
IF,4 B : Af.4, B) -+ B( FQA ). F(S)). . 
If A is a V-category, then the uriderl@zg V-graph of A, U( 49. is defined in the 
obvious way. 
If A is a V-graph and B is 3 V-category, then a V-diu~am ’ /‘t)‘pu A ill B is a V- 
graph morphism from A to U@). 
Proposition 2.2. i% V huw cuprcldircts. Given a small V-gmph A thete exists u 
sm~&’ V-cucego~~ F(Aj, rx#ed the free V-cvtegqv art A, and a Wiagrum of type 
A irr F( A) denoted by NA, arch thut for every V-diugram Gu,f type A in a V-cate- 
gory & there exists a unique V-firrwtor G : F(A) --* B such that C!(G) = G. 
= Oh(A). Let c1,13 Oh(A) and let d,, be of all 
. I?,,), where E, = A, En = c3, and Ei E Ob( A) for all i. De- 
fine, if A + 8, 
We denote by /3 the canonical morphism into these coproducts. 
To define M .4,B,C- : ~A)(A,B)@F(A)(B,C) -+ F(A)(A,c) we note that since C$ 
is symmetric and - %t’ has a right adjoint for each V E V, we have that if.4 #R and 
B +c, 
where (EO, . . . . E,,) E JAB and (D,. . . . . D,,J E 4,~. If A = B Or B = C, there is a 
similar expression with 1 included. thence to define nil,,, c it suffices to define 
M,,, C cotnposed with each of the canonical morphism mto the coproduct. 
I_‘& 71 = (E” , . . . . E,,) E dAB and r2 = (Do, . . . . D,,,) E rZsc define 
qo t2 = (Eo. . . . . Et1 = D,. D,, . . . . Dm) E 
Now define 
% B c . . l P,,B p,, =P,,. tt l Q,tff 
where a rl 71 is the unique (by coherence) morphism 
thing associated to the left. If ,4 = B, we also define 
dAc* 
to the object which has every- 
where I,, = lA@+,. n, ,<a... $ilAin,, 1,n,j* If B = c, we &* define 
J*fA 8 c l P,, c3 P, = P,, . frt * 
l I 
where r,t = ‘Act‘&‘, ,@ . . . t?JA@‘,_l,~,~- If A = B and B = C, we also define 
Yt BC q, @ p, = ‘, = I,. 
For each A E Ok&‘(A)) define jri = PI. 
That (F(A), M, /) is a V-category follows by standard arguments. 
Define LVA: A + W(F(A)) by NA is the identity on objects and NA 
A& 
= 13(J ,J#). )* 
Then NA iS a V-graph morphism. 
Let B = (B, fi, 7) be a V-category and G : A + U(B) a V-diagram of type A in B. 
Define G(A) = G(A) for A E Ob(F(A)). To define GA,s: F(A)(&S) + &G(A), G(B)) 
it suffices to define GA-R l 0, for every 7 E JAB, and if A = B to dso define G,,,& 
f&t ? = (k+u, . ., E,,) E JAB. Set 
GI = GE(),E~@ GE.,& 8 l ** Qs GEI,+E~* 
Ifn>l,thenset 
- _ _- 
% = MG{Eo), G(E,& G(E,) l MG(Eo), C(E,& GW,-l 1 * idBG(E it- ’ n 1) GE 1) 
Now define GA,~ l P, =M, l G,. We also define GA A l fl, =jCtn,. A lengthy 
but straightforward standard argument shows that G is ‘a V-functor. 
Suppose I, : F(A) -+ B is 3 V-functor such that U(L) l IV’ = G. We want that 
L = G. On objects this is clear since NA is the identity on objects. Let A,B E Ob(F(A)). 
Then to shcw t 4,B = GA,B we first of all consider 7 = (E,, . . . . E,,) E dAB and show 
that IL/t8 l 8, = f-$g j3,. We proceed by induction on II. For itl= 1, we have fl, = 
NAA B’ so the result is obvious. Maw suppose that the statement istrue for rt = k 
and let T = (E& . ..? I$+$ Then 
= GA,S l i’A.El,B ’ P~EO,EI) s-2 O(E 
-1 
l*d?i$) l a 
=G,, l fl,. 
So if A f B, we have L, B = 13f1 B. If A = B, then since I, and G are V-functors, 
I, ,4A t ‘O~‘~,,,J’GAA ‘S*- . . 
SO tA,A = GA,, 
Hence L = G and G is unique. 
Cotolkry 2.3Jxt V have cpoproducts, Let V-cat be the category of small V-categuries 
and V-vph the cutegor~; o~kzul~ V-graphs. Let F : V-graph + V-cat be the free 
ftutctor defined using finpusition 2.2. Let U : V-cat --* V-graph be the under(viug 
f~ctlcrw. Then F -I U. 
Rap&ion 2.4. Jp V is cocomplete, then the category of small V-grcrphs is cocom- 
plete. 
Roof. Suppose V is cocomplete. We show that V-graph as coproducts and co- 
equalizers. 
For coproducts, iet (C,} ael be 3 family of small V-graphs. Def’ine the V-graph 
IJ * c, as follows: 
and if&BE Ob(UI, C,), then 
I_.! C, (A,B)= ca’A’B) ( ’ if A, B E Ob(C,), L): initial object e otherwise, 
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Clearly 11, C, is the coproduct in V-graph of {C,},,,. 
For coequalizers, let 
Fl 
DI-” C 
2 
be a pair of V-graph morphisms. Define the V-graph B as follows: 
Fl 
Oh(B) = coequalizer of Oh(D) :I=$ Qb(C) in sets. 
F2 
If B E Oh(B), then B = IC) = equivalence ciass of C E Oh(C). Then define 
WICI, [C,l,=‘l.-1 {qA,Bj: [A] = [Cl, [B] =[C,]). 
Denote the canonical map into 
define two V-graph morphisms 
F;(D) = [F&WI = 
? 
(F ) IAB = iFj~ FOB l 
the coproduct by CAB: C(A,B) -+ B([CJ, [Cl]). Now 
F; , F;: D 3 B as follows: 
[FL(D)1 = F;(D), L 
(F 1 i AB’ 
Now define the Y-graph A by Oh(A) = Oh(B) and if B,, B2 E Oh(A), then if B, = 
[F,@+)] and 8, = [Fi(Dq)] for some D, and 4, let A@*, 4) be such that C’ 
W-$. D2) 3 B ( fFi(D1 ,I, jFi02’)1) --- A@,, B2) 
2 
is a coequalizer, otherwise A@,, B2) = B(R1, B2). 
Define the V-graph morphism G : C + A by G(C) = [Cl, and 
%*c2 = 
L l ic1c2 if [Ci] = [ Fi(Oi)], i = 1) 2, 
k&2 
otherwise. 
A straightforward check shows that G is the coequalizer of F, and F2. 
Definition 2.5. Let Y have coequalizers and let A be a Category . A pre-V-congru- 
ence in A consists of a V-graph L) with Oh(D) = Oh(A) and two v-diagrams of type 
D in A which are both identities on the objects. 
If 
F 
D ===! I/(A) 
G 
is a pre-V-congruence in A, define the V-graph E as follows: Oh(E) = Oh(A), and 
E(A,B) is defined such that 
FA,B 
is a coequafizer. Then LA B is a V-graph morphism which is the identity on obiects, * 
and which is the coequalizer of F and G in the category of V-graphs. 
We say that a pre-V-congruence is a II-~~vI~Iww~P if E has a V-category structure 
such that L is a V-fuwctor. The next lemma shows that such a V-category structure 
on E has to be unique. 
Remark 2.6. (i) If 
is a V-congruensc inA I where 0 and A are small, then the diagram 
where F is the free functot, is a koequaiizer diagram in hat. 
(ii) If 
is a Y-congruence. then 
is a coequdizer, which is preserved by U (see i 7 1). 
Proof. if the pre=V-congruence is a V-congruence, then using the fact that L is a V- 
functor, it is easy to see that the equation holds. 
Conversely, suppose that the equation holds. Since b is symmetric and commu- 
tes with colimits, we have that if A, B, C are any three objects of A, then 
E(A, B) @ E(B, Cj is the colimit of the following diagram in V: 
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Hence if we take 
S : A(A,Bj @AfB,C)+ E(A,C), 
7 : D(A,B) @A(B,C) -+ W,c), 
these will form the components of a natural transformation. So by the colimit pro- 
perty there exists a unique iqA,B,c : E(A,B) @ E(B,C) + E(A,C) such that 
IVzd 8 c l LA 8 @ L, c = LA c l ‘MA B c. 
New define i,’ = LA,.4 . jA. Then E =;E, hj, & ‘can be shown to be a V-category 
by standard arguments. That L is a V-fun&or follows trivially from the construc- 
tion of M and j . So the pre-V-congruence is a V-congruence. 
That the Vxategory structure for which L is a V-functor is unique follows imme- 
diately from the proof. 
Lemma 2.8. Ler V have coequalizers und let 
F 
D %i== 
be u V-etwgnmm in rhe V-cti~ego~ .4. Let H : A + B be a V-functor such that 
ijrl. B l FA.B = N4.13 l GAS B filr each pair ‘4 ,B of objects uf A. Thaw there exists a 
urtique V-f irrlc tier H : E + B such that H l L = N. 
t’(A) 
Roof. Clear. 
Cototlary 2.9. (i) I” 
is u pre- V-c*ongnnence which is sp!ip (i. e. there exists T : U(B) 3 U(A ) such thut 
U(i;, )T = U(Fi)r = 1 r.!N,), then it is ti V-coogmtvu-e. 
(ii) if 
’ W,) 
is a pre- V-L i>nmence whkh is quasi-split (i.e. there exists 7 : U(B) + U(A ) such that 
U(F# = ILfB,i arid 7 = C!(H) for some V-functor H, then it is a V-congnmw. 
Rwf. (i j We need to show that the equation of Ixmma 2.7 holds. Since the Fi’S arp 
V-functors and U(.F&r = lUfBI, we have that the foIlowing diagram commutes: 
Fj 8 1 
Il. h’olf% V-eat and V-graph 
Hence 
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SO the pre=V-congruence is a C/-congruence. 
The following lemma is well known (see (3, pp. 77-781). 
Lemma 2.10. C+nskier the following diugrum in -any category: 
03 
I 
83 
I 
@) 73 
f2 
A3 
f3 
I 
_C.-P 
--x-=-+----- 
----+c3 
Wv~W$3 = P#j, f3P3 = 7383~ B& = fl,hi, g3fli = Ti h3, the top TWO RI WS OTe CC+ 
equalizers, and the two Ieft columns are cmpalizers. Then the followingare equivalent: 
( 1) The bottom m w is a coequaiizer. 
(2) The tight-hund column is a cuequalizer. 
(3) The dikgram (p) is a pushout. 
Proposition 2.11. If V is clucomplete, then kat has coequalizers. 
Roof. We note first that if A is a V-category, then 
is a cwqualizer diagram in V-cat. Far both E and F& arc identities on objects, hence 
is a pre- V-congruence in EVA and this is quasi-split by UFUqA and hence by Corollary 
2.9 this is a F-congruence. But since UFUA “’ l WA is its coequalizer by Remark 2.6, 
we get that E is the coequalizer of c and F’Ut. 
Now let If ,, Hz: A:= B be V-functors. Let E be the coequatizer of U(HI b and 
U(/r, 1 in V-graph and E thtl coequalizer of CI=ujI/, ) and UFU(H2) in b’-graph. Then 
w have the following diagram in V-cat : 
where the top two rows are coequaiizers, 
By the universal property of coequalizers there exists unique aI, a2 : FE’ + FE such 
that ai l F(l.+‘) =F(L) l EF~~B and a2 l F(L’) = F(L) l Fh,. Note that Ob(FE’) = 
Ob(FE) = cwqualizer of 
Oh(A) =X Oh(R), 
N2 
and that a1 T ~“2 are both identities on objects. 
Now since 
and FUe,. FQ,~ = I, we get that the pair aI, cr2 is quasi-split. Hence by Corollary 
2.9 and Remark 2.6, al, a2 has a coequalizer. Consequently by Lemma 2. IO, H, 
and Hz has a coequalizer. 
Roof. If 
A 
4 _- -_3 -------+B 
4 
is a U-split pair, then it has a coequalizer by Propositioil 2.11. Then consider the 
diagram (2.12) where in this case the top two rows are split coequalizers. Conse- 
quently on applying U since U preserves the coequahzers of the top two rows and 
all the columns~ it preserves the coequdizer of H, &td N2 by applying Lemma 
2. IQ. V-cat is monadic over V-gmph since clearly U reflects isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.14. rf’ V is cocompkte, therr so is V-cat. 
Proof. FslIows immediately from the fact that V-graph is cocomplete and a theo- 
rem of Linton 17, pp. 811. 
Roof. Just note that the category of monoids in V is equivalent to the category of 
V-categories with one object, and this category is a reflective subcategory of V-cat. 
3. VhcaIizations 
Definition 3.1. Let A be a V-category and Z: C A0 a subcategory which contains the 
identities of A,. A Wocalization O~A with respect o C consists of a V-category 
A [X-l ] and a V-functar x4’ : A -+ A [ C’l] such that: 
(i) #&) is an isomorphism for every s E Xc; 
(ii) # is the identity on objects; 
(iii) If F: A + B is a V-functor such that FO(s) is an isomorphism for every s E C, 
then there exists a unique V-functor F : A [Z-I] + B such that F,lrp = F. 
If the V-localization ofA with respect o C exists, we say that Z is V-localizable. 
Strictly speaking, condition (ii) is superfluous since if we have a Vfuytor * : A+A [I?] 
satisfying (i) and (iii), it is possible to find another V-category A [X’ ] and V-functor 
& : A + A [Z-l] which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). We have induded (ii) as part of the 
definition for the sake of convenience. 
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ptapoei&n 3.2. If C f A, is V-lmzlimbZe, therj I3*P C Asp is Wocukable. Further- 
more wart tdzeA”PIPp-l] 74[2?]“P42!ld xop*= @OP. 
Proof. We shsw that A‘@ __z!!? --+ A [ YJ J”P satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 
3.1, conditions (i) and (U) being obvious. 
Suppose F : AQP + B is a V-functor such that F*(s) is an isomorphism for each 
s C! PP. Then FOP: A -+ BOP is a V-functor such that F$p(s) is an isomorphism for 
each s E Z. Hence there exists a unique V-functor G : .4 [ CM1 I* BOP such that 
G l + = PP. Thus G*P l 2: rP”P = F. The uniqueness of PP is clear. 
Il*emma 3.3. Let GA ’ ----+ WB be Q V-gmph mu~hism which is the identity rm ob- 
Proof. Define the V-graph A with Oh(A) = C%(A) and 
A(A,B)= 1.J A(A,C)@A(C,B) 
c . 
ifA #f3, 
A(A,A) = 
[ 
1.J A(A,C)@A(CA) 
c I 
L11. 
Define two V-graph morphisms K,L : A + U(B) by 
KM? l kA.c-3 @ACA) =MB l F,,@Fcs 
and if A = B we also define 
KAA % = FAA l jA, 
LAB l iA(A,C) @A(C,B) = FAB l MA 9 
)./I 
andilA =B, LAA l i, =j. Then let H : B + C be the coequalizer of eDF(K), e#F(L), 
Clearly H satisfies the required properties. 
l%eomn 3.4. If V is cocomplete and Z: C A, contains the identities, then the km- 
lizutim of A with respect to C exists. 
Ptosf. Define the V-graph B with Oh(B) = Ob(,A) and 
B(A,B)=A(A,B)i i [ ~Ifll:$=I,f:B+A,fE2) . 1 Let B be the free V-category on B and define a pre-V-congruence onB as follows: 
IfA *B, 
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Ifd = B then 
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D(d,d ) = 1 .f {If : ff C, doma.inf=d or codomainj’= A). 
Detlne Q, Q’ : 0 3 U@?) by 
atAf? = &J = 1 ifd #t?. 
Lkfine 
&AA *if=1 --r-+l@l ~d(d.Bj@lf ~~&!@d,Bj@B(B,A)~ M +&d,dj 
(where fl is the canonical map into the eoproducts as in Proposition 2.2 j if 
domainf=d and similarly if codonlainf=d . hfine $A l $=iA. kf C be the coequalizer 
of F’(a) and F(p). Then there is a V-graph morphism U(d j -+ U(C) defined in the ob- 
vious way. So by Lemma 3.3 we can find a V-category A [C”l] such that 
d(A, B) -* qd. Bj 3 A [FL*] (A, B) is a V-functor. One checks that A [ 2?] together 
with the V-functor A --* A [X-l ] satisfies the required properties. 
Remark 3.5. The proof above is essentially as in the case V = sets given in [S] . 
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